
Second Additional Financing of Outer Island Maritime Infrastructure Project (RRP TUV 48484-005) 

SUMMARY OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE 

 
A. Background 
 
1. On 16 November 2016, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved a grant of $11.8 
million to finance the Outer Island Maritime Infrastructure Project (the original project), which is (i) 
constructing a workboat harbor in Nukulaelae and rehabilitating boat ramps at Nanumaga and 
Niutao, (ii) improving the capacity to operate and maintain harbors, and (iii) creating transport 
sector master plan for future harbor development in the outer islands. 
 
2. On 13 September 2018, ADB approved additional financing to the original project for $15.4 
million to cover cost overruns of the original project and scale up the project outputs with the 
construction of a workboat harbor in Niutao. In parallel, the World Bank is providing assistance to 
construct a workboat harbor in Nanumaga under the Maritime Investment in Climate Resilient 
Operations project.1 
 
3. The government has requested from ADB a second round of additional financing to the 
original project and first additional financing to continue scaling up the project outputs and 
construct a workboat harbor in Nui.23 
 
B. Performance of the Project 
 
4. The ongoing project was performing well at the time of concept clearance according to the 
Operations Manual section on additional financing.4 The project is assessed according to:  

(i) Project performance is on track. The ongoing project is rated for attention, with 
contract awards of $16.5 million (61.1% of scheduled to date and 56.5 % of total 
project amount) and disbursements of $12.4 million (86.3% of scheduled to date 
and 42.5% of total project amount) as of 7 October 2020 and as shown in Table 1 
and Figure 1. The ongoing project is complying with the financial management 
covenants. 

 
Table 1: Contract Awards Disbursements 

($ million) 

    Contract Awards Disbursements 

2017 

Q1  $                  -     $                  -    

Q2  $                  -     $                  -    

Q3  $           11.289   $                  -    

Q4  $           11.289   $             4.109  

2018 

Q1  $           11.289   $             4.109  

Q2  $           11.289   $             4.213  

Q3  $           11.289   $             4.514  

Q4  $           11.534   $             4.684  

2019 
Q1  $           11.670   $             6.158  

Q2  $           11.670   $             6.402  

 
1  World Bank. 2018. Maritime Investment in Climate Resilient Operations Project. Washington, DC. 
2  ADB. 2016. Outer Island Maritime Infrastructure Project in Tuvalu. Manila. 
3  ADB. 2018. Additional Financing to Tuvalu for the Outer Island Maritime Infrastructure Project in Tuvalu. Manila. 
4  ADB. 2018. Additional Financing. Operations Manual. OM H5. Manila.  

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=48484-005-2
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Q3  $           12.992   $             8.342  

Q4  $           12.992   $             9.501  

2020 

Q1  $           12.992   $           10.760  

Q2  $           13.366   $           12.020  

Q3  $           13.366   $           12.135  

Q4  $           24.966   $           12.358  

2021 

Q1  $           24.966   $           14.805  

Q2  $           24.966   $           16.575  

Q3  $           27.220   $           18.294  

Q4  $           27.220   $           20.013  

2022 

Q1  $           27.220   $           23.494  

Q2  $           27.220   $           27.220  

Q3  $           27.220   $           27.220  

Q4  $           27.220   $           27.220  

        Source: Asian Development Bank 

 
Figure 1: Contract Awards Disbursements S-Curve 

($ million)

 
Source: Asian Development Bank 

 
(ii) Satisfactory compliance with safeguard policy requirements. Each safeguard 

covenant item of the ongoing project is complied with or being complied with. 
 

(iii) Delivery of expected outputs is on track. Implementation is progressing on track 
to deliver all expected outputs: 
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(a) Output 1: Small-scale harbors constructed in Niutao and Nukulaelae, 
and boat ramps in Nanumaga and Niutao rehabilitated. 
(1) Despite the challenges posed by the country’s remoteness and an 

environment highly exposed to weather and natural disasters, 
which caused delays in construction, progress on constructing the 
small workboat harbor in Nukulaelae and boat ramps in Nanumaga 
and Niutao reached 75% in May 2020, with completion expected by 
December 2020 (see progress photo in attachment). 

(2) The invitations for bidding for the civil works of the workboat harbor 
in Niutao were issued on 16 March 2020. Bid opening took place 
on 30 June 2020 and the contract was awarded in October 2020. 
 

(b) Output 2: Capacity to operate and maintain harbors improved, 
involving the outer island communities, the Ministry of 
Communications and Transport, and other national government 
agencies. 
(1) An operation and maintenance plan for the maritime infrastructure 

has been prepared. The plan was finalized in August 2018, 
recommending coordination arrangements between relevant 
ministries for planning and delivering outer island maintenance and 
includes apportionment of responsibilities to appropriate levels of 
government. The institutional strengthening plan also included a 
series of undertakings aimed at building asset registers for existing 
aids to navigation and designing a suitable planned maintenance 
system. It also addresses the potential dredging requirements for 
maintaining access to channels and boat harbors in the event of 
siltation or blockage caused by severe weather. 

(2) The government has directly sourced funds to maintained as shown 
in the budgets of 2018, 2019, and 2020 with increased allocations. 
Training for outer island communities will be delivered after the 
completion of the small workboat harbors.  
 

(c) Output 3: A transport sector master plan for future harbor 
development in the outer islands created, with a view to promoting 
fisheries and tourism. 
(1) A transport sector master plan for future harbor development in the 

outer islands has been prepared and delivered. The first phase of 
the master plan was concluded in December 2017 addressing 
safety, efficiency, and sustainability issues and options (including 
low-carbon options) for outer island shipping and included 
recommendations for further investigation relating to shipping 
platforms and harbor dimensions. 

(2) The second phase of the master plan took place in the first half of 
2018, and consisted of a prefeasibility harbor study, involving 
further stakeholder negotiations, and reviews of a number of 
different harbor options. 

(3) The third phase completed in June 2019 identified vessel costings 
and functional specifications and the development of an outline 
funding strategy split up for the phase 2 recommendations made for 
the vessels and for the harbors. 
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(iv) Successful management of risks. The ongoing project incorporated actions to 
mitigate risks, which the government is implementing satisfactorily, such as 
maintaining the established project management unit (PMU) to support 
procurement, financial management, construction supervision, and incorporating 
climate change adaptation and disasters reduction measures into the design. 

 
C. Conclusion 
 
5. The project is performing well and the proposed additional financing is feasible given that 
(i) the project management capacity of the government is strengthened with the PMU established 
under the project design advance facility and continued in the original project and first additional 
financing,5 (ii) the PMU has demonstrated sufficient financial management capacity with duly 
submitted and approved financial statements, and (iii) the institutional strengthening plan ensures 
asset sustainability. These measures contribute to the feasibility of the proposed project and will 
allow its timely implementation and sustainability. 
 
6. The proposed project is suitable for additional financing since the impact remains 
unchanged; it scales up the original outputs and outcome, extending them to an additional island; 
builds upon the due diligence of the ongoing project, with similar environmental and social 
safeguards impacts; and brings efficiency gains using the same PMU and implementation 
arrangements. 
 
7. The proposed additional financing is justified given that the overall project (original project, 
first additional financing, and proposed additional financing) is (i) technically feasible, cost-
effective, and financially sound; (ii) consistent with the project’s impact of safe and efficient 
maritime infrastructure in the outer islands; (iii) a high priority of the government; and (iv) 
consistent with the country operations business plan.

 
5  ADB. 2016. Project Design Advance: Outer Island Maritime Infrastructure Project in Tuvalu. Manila. 
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Attachment: Construction progress photos (7 October 2020) 

 


